
Create Your Unique Selling Proposition
In 7 Easy Steps

Step 1 - Size Up Your Competition
First, you need to size up your competition.  Who are they?  What services do they offer? You need to look at their
website, advertisements, brochures, promotions, everything.  Do they have a USP?  If so, write it down.  If they don’t
appear to have one, that’s OK.  Just write down their price, their features, and the benefits of their services.

Step 2 - Size Up Your Companies Product/Service
What are the features and the benefits of your services?  You will need to list every last one you can think of.  Remember,
you are looking for benefits, not just features.  A benefit is something your customers would find appealing about a feature
of the services you provide.  Make sure you spell out how your services will help your prospective customers achieve their
goals.

Step 3 – Unique Benefits Of Your Product/Service
Examine the list of your competitor’s information, in Step 1 and compare to the information on your services you listed in
Step 2. What unique qualities do your company and services possess?  Compare price, features, benefits and value.
Circle all the benefits from Step 2 that separates your services from your competition.  Anything that is unique counts.

Step 4 – Who Are Your Customers
Make a list of your customers into quantifiable categories like size, industry, shipment origin location, shipment destination
location, etc.  These characteristics can help you define your
market.  They can show you where to advertise as well as lead the way to your USP. The more you know about your
customers, the more targeted you can make your marketing.  Determine the segment of the market that needs your
product.

Step 5 – What’s Important To Them
So after doing all this research on your customers, what do you believe is most important to them?  Write down the top 3
or so qualities and benefits you think are the most important to customers based on your knowledge and research.

Step 6 – Top USP Matches
By looking at your list of starter USP’s (back in Step 3) and the list of what’s most important to your consumers (Step 5),
you should be able to come up with a match (or maybe even more than one).  Write out the top 3 matches you find here.

Step 7 – Create Your USP
Take your top matches from Step 6 and create a rough draft of a USP for each one.  It may not be pretty or succinct at
first, but just get it down on paper.  From here, you want to fine tune the rough drafts of your USP’s and select the one that
most sets you above your competition and meets a pressing need of your prospects and customers.
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